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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Typical  area  calculation  for a chromatographic  peak  assumes  the observed  signal  strength  at  every
measurement  is  an exactly  accurate  count  of  the  signal.  We  compared  that  approach  to one using  the
exponentially  modified  Gaussian  (EMG)  in  an automated,  clinical  production  setting.  Peak  areas  in a 47
analyte high  throughput  clinical  production  liquid  chromatography–tandem  mass  spectrometry  assay
were  compared  across  four  months  of  production  data  to determine  trends  over  the  lifespan  of  a  chro-
matographic  column.  The EMG  parameters  were  superior  to traditional  quality  control  methods  for
monitoring  data  reproducibility,  accuracy  and precision.  Because  the  EMG  calculations  are  performed
for every  peak  in  the  system,  a  constant  monitor  of  system  health  is  integrated  into  the operational
workflow.  Parameter  trends  confirmed  the  need  for  column  replacement,  and  indicated  the  opportunity
for  a reduced  schedule  of  preventive  and  routine  maintenance.

©  2014  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Clinical diagnostic test procedures rely on accurate quantifica-
tion of biologically important analytes in complex mixtures such as
blood and urine. Calculating the chromatographic peak area in the
absence of noise is a straightforward numerical integration pro-
cess of peak detection, peak boundary assignment, and baseline
estimation [1]. The move to apply liquid chromatography–tandem
mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) in this setting has revolutionized
accuracy, precision and selectivity across a wide range of target
molecules [2–6] and allowed for the use of smaller sample volumes
while achieving lower detection limits. Biological analytes have
benefited from atmospheric pressure ionization techniques, but the
drive to report at the detection limit necessarily produces results
that are significantly more noise-prone than systems investigated
by the older electron impact methods.

Noise combined with low concentration or weak signal strength
presents special challenges when calculating peak area. Simple
first and second derivative procedures fail to reliably find peak
start and end times in a noisy context, and valley-to-valley peak
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assignment will significantly skew the baseline [7,8]. Complex
mixture chromatograms will over-represent both chemical and
ionization noise in simplistic area and baseline estimators [9].
Finally, because the system-associated chemical and ionization
noise is heteroscedastic, the true peak start, peak apex, and peak
end may  be significantly different from the observed signal [10].

Early in the development of chromatographic numerical anal-
ysis, models of concentration profiles were developed and their
integration was shown to be superior to integration of the raw
data [11]. Numeric integration based on the raw data ignores
the fact that a datapoint contains noise. Smoothing the raw data
can improve the overall signal to noise ratio, but creates distor-
tion in the observation and does not of itself remove the noise in
the measurement [12,13]. In contrast, fitting a model to the data
acknowledges the collected signal contains noise and represents
a sampling of the concentration within a confidence interval. One
early model, the exponentially modified Gaussian (EMG) [14] has
remained in the forefront of chromatographic peak fitting due to
its handling of asymmetry, easily derived statistical moments, and
robust handling of overlapped peaks. In addition to extensive appli-
cation in GC and LC methods [15–20], the EMG has been shown to
improve quantitation in areas as diverse as solid phase extraction
[21], two dimensional GC [22], and metabolomics [23].

We present here an evaluation of the EMG  applied in an
automatic fashion for the needs of high throughput produc-
tion chromatography, where data reproducibility and instrument
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stability are equally important factors for result reporting [24,25].
First, we examine how these methods for peak area calculation dif-
fer in their reported values. Those differences are then examined
in the context of standard curve calculation to confirm statistical
similarity. Finally, we apply the EMG  parameters as an assessment
for column suitability and peak quality.

2. Theory

The general assumption for column chromatography is a normal
(Gaussian) distribution of solute in the elution profile:

f (x) = A
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where the intensity at every time point is subject to the standard
deviation (�), the mean (�), and the area (A). This method is suf-
ficient for well behaved and baseline resolved peaks, but more
complex peak profiles will create poor alignment between obser-
vation and model.

With liquid chromatography systems, the most common issues
involve peak tailing and can be modeled with the distribution func-
tion of the exponentially modified Gaussian (EMG):
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where erfc is the complementary error function:

erfc(n) = 1 − 2√
�

∫ n

0

e−t2
dt (3)

and a factor for skewness (�) is added. The peak center and area
are still defined as � and A, respectively, but the because the EMG
function is a convolution of a Gaussian process with an Exponen-
tial process, it does not simplify to the Gaussian function as �
approaches zero. Instead, � is a width term which broadly approx-
imates the normal distribution. As the skew decreases (� < 1) the
first term in Eq. (2) gets very large while the second term gets very
small, and the product of the two terms is driven to the same order
of magnitude as the result from Eq. (1). For ease of discussion, � is

taken to be the normal curve contribution to peak width and � is
taken to be the exponential curve contribution.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Data source

A production LC–MS/MS test procedure monitoring forty-
seven analytes was  performed using electrospray on a tandem
quadrupole system (Agilent 6410B; Agilent Technologies, Santa
Clara, CA, USA) with multiple reaction monitoring in positive ion
mode and a reversed phase analytical column (Poroshell 120 EC-
C18, 3.0 mm × 50 mm,  2.7 �m;  Agilent) for analyte separation. Each
batch run was controlled with a 9-point calibration curve and dupli-
cate urine-based quality control samples for negative, low and high
concentration values. Forty-one internal standards were used to
correct for variations in analyte recovery. The system was opti-
mized to provide the strongest signal to noise for a given signal
strength, has been in clinical use since August 2010, and follows
industry guidelines for validation and external quality assessment
(see Supplemental Table 1). Data was  collected across the lifetime
of a single column on a single instrument and included data from
three weeks before to three weeks after the column was  replaced.
The column was in use from 20 August 2013 to 14 November 2013.
Unless otherwise specified, data from only the calibration standard
and quality control samples in each batch were used for evaluation.

Supplementary Table S1 related to this article can be
found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chroma.
2014.10.005.

3.2. Naive peak integration

In order to provide a vendor-agnostic comparison, the peak area
calculation based from raw data used a simple threshold evaluation.
We defined the simple peak as all contiguous points greater than
5% of the peak maximum. This includes more actual area than the
classic peak asymmetry methods that advocate measurements at
10% of peak maximum [9,13] and is a reflection on the quality of
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Fig. 1. EMG  (blue area) and simple integration (red hashed area), demonstrating artifacts introduced by simple integration. Artificial data (a) showing high noise and coeluting
peak  with a manual “best fit” of numeric integration as compared with experimental data showing a trivial (b) and more substantial (c) tailing component. (For interpretation
of  the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web  version of this article.)
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